Begin the journey…

Elisabeth Rohm
Elisabeth Rohm, who plays the lead role of Profiles magazine journalist
Juliet Palmer in Finding Happiness, is known in Hollywood and around the
world for her role as Serena Southerlyn, the assistant district attorney on
NBC’s Law & Order TV series.

Most recently Elisabeth is playing in the Academy awards-nominated film,
American Hustle, directed by David O’Russell (Silver Linings Playbook),
which has just won the 2013 Best Film award by the New York Film Critics,
where she stars alongside Jennifer Lawrence, Amy Adams, Christian Bale,
Bradly Cooper, Jeremy Renner and Roberto De Niro.
In addition to acting, Elisabeth is an author, whose third book, Baby Steps, recounts her journey from infertility to having a child, a daughter to whom she is intensely devoted. Her weekly celebrity blog on People.
com is followed by 1 million-plus readers. An ardent yoga practitioner, Elisabeth was featured on the cover
of LA Yoga with a 6 -page article on “Finding Happiness.”
In 2012 , in addition to filming Finding Happiness, she starred in the Warner Brothers thriller Transit opposite James Caviezel, and played with Kyra Sedgwick and Vincent Donofrio in Chlorine. She also filmed the
Lionsgate feature Officer Down directed by Brian A. Miller, and Darkroom, an independent feature directed
by Britt Napier, produced by Michael A. Liberty and Ron Stein (The Kids Are Alright). At the same time,
Elisabeth continues her regular appearance on Lifetime TV’s The Client List as Taylor Berkhalter.
Born in Germany and raised in New York City, Elisabeth’s childhood obsession was horsemanship, for
which she trained extensively. By the time she entered the prestigious Sarah Lawrence college, she’d begun
writing fiction and history, and it was in her college years that she fell in love with acting. After achieving her
degree, she quickly found work in TV and had a recurring role in highly popular shows, Angel, as Detective
Kate Lockley, and in Heroes.
Elisabeth is a spokesperson for the Red Cross, and supports such charities as the Go Red Foundation, and
Healthy Child Healthy World. She’s also actively engaged in helping children and women in need globally.
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